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ARMY TIMES INDEX 1991

A-10 (AIRCRAFT)


AAC SEE ARMY ACQUISITION CORPS (AAC)

AAFES SEE ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

AARTS SEE ARMY ACE REGISTRY TRANSCRIPT SERVICE (AARTS)

AAWS-M SEE ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)

ABORTION


ABRAMS MBT (TANK)


ABRAMS MBT (TANK)--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR--COSTS

ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE (AWOL)


ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE (AWOL)--RESERVE COMPONENTS


ACALS SEE ARMY COMPUTER AIDED ACQUISITION AND LOGISTICS SUPPORT (ACALS)

ACAP SEE ARMY CAREER AND ALUMNI PROGRAM (ACAP)

ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL SEE ARMY ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL

ACPERS SEE ARMY CIVILIAN PERSONNEL SYSTEM (ACPERS)

ACTEDS SEE ARMY CIVILIAN TRAINING, EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (ACTEDS)

ACTIVE DUTY DEPENDENTS DENTAL PLAN--COSTS


ADATS SEE AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)

ADDS SEE ARMY DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (ADDS)
ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGES (ARM)

Groups duke it out over ARMs. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 17.

ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)


ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


ADVANCED ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT (AECU)


ADVANCED NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (ANCOC)


AECU SEE ADVANCED ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT (AECU)

AFRC-E SEE ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER-EUROPE (AFRC-E)

AGENT ORANGE--DISABILITY BENEFITS


AGS SEE ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)
AH-1 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS--KOREA

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--EVALUATIONS
Stealing the show. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 25.

AIDS (DISEASE)

AIDS (DISEASE) AND HEALTH WORKERS

AIDS (DISEASE)--COURT DECISIONS

AIDS (DISEASE)--LAW AND LEGISLATION

AIDS (DISEASE)--RESEARCH--AWARDS

AIDS (DISEASE)--TESTING
Army tests patients of dentist with AIDS. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 17.
AIDS (DISEASE)--VACCINE


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)


FAADS under fire. Army Times; Mar. 4, 1991; 51(31): p. 27.


AIR DEFENSE--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Army soon to select air-defense radar team. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 25.

AIR WARFARE--STUDY AND TEACHING


AIRBORNE TROOPS--TRAINING


AIRLAND BATTLE


AIRLAND BATTLE--AH-64 (HELICOPTER)

Stealing the show. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 25.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES--BAHRAIN

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES--TURKEY


ALL SOURCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM (ASAS)

Long-delayed communication system advances. Army Times; Dec. 9, 1991; 52(19): p. 34.

ALL VETERANS JOB FAIRS


AMERICAN VOLUNTEER GROUP (AVG)


AMERICAN VOLUNTEER GROUP (AVG)--VETERANS BENEFITS


AMMUNITION--ACCIDENTS--ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD


AMMUNITION--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


AMMUNITION--PROCUREMENT


AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

AN-ASC-158 (CONSOLE)

AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)--ACCIDENTS

AN-TPQ-36 (MORTAR LOCATING RADAR)

AN-TPQ-37 (ARTILLERY LOCATING RADAR)

ANCOC SEE ADVANCED NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (ANCOC)

ANTIARMOR WEAPONS

ANTISATELLITE (ASAT) WEAPONS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
$1.8 billion investment melts with Cold War. Army Times; Jan. 21, 1991; 51(25): p. 27.

ANTITANK MISSILES
APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--ARMY STAFF


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--COMMAND SERGEANTS MAJOR


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--INFANTRY


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--SERGEANT MAJOR OF THE ARMY

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--SERGENTS MAJOR ACADEMY


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


Budget-cutters slash support forces. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 3.


Congress ready to grant drawdown relief. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 28.


Riding the wave. Army Times; Mar. 4, 1999; 51(31): p. 22.


ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER-EUROPE (AFRC-E)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


ARMED FORCES THOMAS EMERY CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP, 1991


ARMED FORCES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

All eyes on peace dividend. Army Times; Nov. 4, 1991; 52(14): p. 3.

ARMED FORCES--EVALUATIONS

From Desert one to Storm, services soar. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 16.

ARMED FORCES--MOBILIZATION--AUTOMATION


ARMED SERVICES BLOOD PROGRAM


ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)


ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)--PROCUREMENT

ARMORED SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION (ASM)


ARMORED SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION (ASM)--PROCUREMENT


ARMORED VEHICLES--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


ARMS CONTROL--CHEMICAL WEAPONS--INSPECTION


ARMS REDUCTION--soviet union


ARMS REDUCTION--U. S.--NUCLEAR WEAPONS


ARMS SALES, AMERICAN--KUWAIT


ARMS SALES, AMERICAN--SAUDI ARABIA

ARMY ACE REGISTRY TRANSCRIPT SERVICE (AARTS)


ARMY ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL


ARMY ACQUISITION CORPS (AAC)


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--COSTS


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--LIQUOR SALES


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--LIQUOR SALES--LAW AND LEGISLATION


ARMY AVIATION MODERNIZATION PLAN

Droning on. Army Times; July 8, 1991; 51(50): p. 27.

ARMY AVIATION--PROGRAMS

Army aviation realigned. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 27.

ARMY CAREER AND ALUMNI PROGRAM (ACAP)

Career centers put troops to work. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 16.

Fort Dix boasts help from the start. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 16.


ARMY CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, LANCASTER, PA.

ARMY CHESS TEAM, 1991

ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF'S MAINTENANCE EXCELLENCE AWARD, 1991
FORSOM sweeps awards. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 11.

ARMY CIVILIAN PERSONNEL SYSTEM (ACPERS)

ARMY CIVILIAN TRAINING, EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (ACTEDS)

ARMY COLLEGE FUND--TUITION BENEFIT

ARMY COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE AWARD, 1991

ARMY COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE--GERMANY
ARMY COMPUTER AIDED ACQUISITION AND LOGISTICS SUPPORT (ACALS)

ARMY DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (ADDS)

ARMY DESERT STORM CREATIVE WRITING CONTEST

ARMY ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE AGENCY--TRAINING

ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)

ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT MUSEUM, FORT SAM HOUSTON, TX

ARMY PHYSICAL FITNESS SCHOOL, FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN--DEACTIVATION

ARMY POSTAL SERVICE SEE POSTAL SERVICE
ARMY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXCELLENCE AWARDS, 1990


ARMY STANDARD INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS


ARMY TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ATCOS)


ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)


ARMY TIMES (NEWSPAPER)


ARMY WAR COLLEGE--REORGANIZATION


ARMY--MANAGEMENT--CIVIL SERVICE


ARMY--ORGANIZATION


ARMY--PLANNING


**ARMY--REORGANIZATION**


**ARROW (MISSILE)--ISRAEL--TESTING**


**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MODULE TEST BED**


**ARTILLERY LOCATING RADAR SEE AN-TPQ-37 (ARTILLERY LOCATING RADAR)**

**ARTILLERY--COUNTERBATTERY FIRE**


**ASAS SEE ALL SOURCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM (ASAS)**

**ASAT SEE ANTISATELLITE (ASAT) WEAPONS**

**ASM SEE ARMORED SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION (ASM)**

**ASTRONAUTS--ARMY--WARRANT OFFICERS**

ATACMS SEE ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)

ATCCS SEE ARMY TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ATCCS)

ATROCITIES--EL SALVADOR


AVF SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE (AVF)

AVG SEE AMERICAN VOLUNTEER GROUP (AVG)

AVIATION CAREER INCENTIVE PAY ACT


AVIATION ENGINEERING TEST PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM, 1992


AWARDS, MILITARY


Pearl Harbor medal to be minted. Army Times; Mar. 25, 1991; 51(34): p. 34.

AWARDS, MILITARY--MILITARY POLICE

AWOL see Absent without leave (AWOL)

B-18 (Bomber)

B2C2 see Battalion and below command and control system (B2C2)

BAHRAIN—FOREIGN RELATIONS

BALANCED TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE (BTI)

BAQ see Basic allowance for quarters (BAQ)

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS—APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS—MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

BAS see Basic allowance for subsistence (BAS)

BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)
House panel cuts housing allowance. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 3.


**BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)**—SINGLE PARENTS


**BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)**


**BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)**—ENLISTED PERSONNEL


**BASIC ARMORED VEHICLE RECOGNITION CLASSES, FORT KNOX, KY**


**BAT** SEE **BRILLIANT ANTIARMOR (BAT)**

**BATTALION AND BELOW COMMAND AND CONTROL (B2C2) SYSTEM**


**BEAR** SEE **BONUS EXTENSION AND RETRAINING (BEAR) PROGRAM**

**BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, WICHITA, KS**

BLACK MARKETS--KOREA


BLACKS IN THE ARMED FORCES--EDUCATION--STATISTICS


BLOOD DONORS


BLOOD--TESTING


BONUS EXTENSION AND RETRAINING (BEAR) PROGRAM


BONUSES, MILITARY


BONUSES, MILITARY--ILLINOIS


BOXING--FATALITIES


BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE


BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--ARMOR

BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Bradley flaw found to affect few. Army Times; Feb. 25, 1991; 51(30): p. 28.

BREAD AND WATER CONFINEMENT SEE COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS

BRILLIANT ANTIARMOR (BAT)

BTI SEE BALANCED TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE (BTI)

BUSH, GEORGE HERBERT WALKER, PRES., 1924--MILITARY POLICY

C3 SEE COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3)

CADRE DIVISIONS

CALL FOR FREE PROGRAM--PERSIAN GULF REGION

CAM SEE CATCHMENT AREA MANAGEMENT (CAM)
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT


CAPITAL PUNISHMENT--MARINE CORPS


CAREER MANAGEMENT FIELD (CMF) 18


CAREER MAPS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Plotting a career path. Army Times; Nov. 11, 1991; 52(15): p. 3.

CAS3 SEE COMBINED ARMS AND SERVICES STAFF SCHOOL (CAS3)

CATCHMENT AREA MANAGEMENT (CAM)


CATHOLIC CHURCH--ARCHBISHOPS


CAVALRY--ARMOR


CENSUS--CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING

Overseas military members make their mark in census. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 11.

CENSUS--OVERSEAS TOURS

Overseas military members make their mark in census. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 11.
CENTRAL COMMAND SEE U.S. CENTRAL COMMAND

CERTAIN SHIELD SEE REFORGER 91 (MANEUVERS)

CFC SEE COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN (CFC)

CFE SEE CONVENTIONAL FORCES IN EUROPE (CFE)

CFE TREATY SEE CONVENTIONAL FORCES IN EUROPE (CFE) TREATY

CHAMPUS


CHAMPUS EXTRA


**CHAMPUS PRIME**


**CHAMPUS REFORM INITIATIVE (CRI)**


**CHAMPUS--BENEFITS**


**CHAMPUS--BIRTH CONTROL IMPLANTS**


**CHAMPUS--CLAIMS PAYMENTS**


**CHAMPUS--CLAIMS--RULES AND REGULATIONS**

Court says advisers don't call the shots for CHAMPUS. Army Times; July 22, 1991; 51(52): p. 16.

**CHAMPUS--COORDINATED CARE SYSTEM**


CHAMPUS--COSTS


CHAMPUS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


CHAMPUS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE


CHAMPUS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE--RULES AND REGULATIONS


CHAMPUS--NON-AVAILABILITY STATEMENTS


CHAMPUS--RULES AND REGULATIONS


CHAMPUS--RULES AND REGULATIONS--OVERSEAS TOURS


CHAPLAINS--CATHOLIC CHURCH--ARCHDIOCESE FOR THE MILITARY SERVICES

CHCS  SEE  COMPOSITE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM (CHCS)

CHEMICAL WARFARE--TRAINING


CHEMICAL WEAPONS, NON-LETHAL


CHEMICAL WEAPONS--DISPOSAL


CHEMICAL WEAPONS--DUGWAY PROVING GROUND, UT--ACCIDENTS


CHEMICALS--SECURITY


CHERVOV, NICOLAI


CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP  SEE  ARMED FORCES THOMAS EMERY CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP, 1991

CHILD MOLESTING--MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--COURT DECISIONS

CHOBHAM ARMOR


CIGARETTES--DEFENSE COMMISSARY AGENCY


CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT--INCOME TAX--NORTH CAROLINA


CIVIL SERVICE--HIRING FREEZE


CIVIL SERVICE--PERSIAN GULF REGION


CIVIL SERVICE--PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT


CIVIL SERVICE--VETERANS PREFERENCE


CMF  SEE  CAREER MANAGEMENT FIELD (CMF) 18

CODE OF CONDUCT--OFFICERS


COLD WEATHER OPERATIONS  SEE  NORTHERN OPERATIONS
COLT MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC, HARTFORD, CN


COMANCHE SEE RAH-66 (HELICOPTER)

COMBAT LIFESAVER SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MEDICAL CARE

COMBAT READINESS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


COMBINED ARMS AND SERVICES STAFF SCHOOL (CAS3)


COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN (CFC)


COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS


COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE--REORGANIZATION


COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGES (CSS)--SELECTION BOARDS

Two command and staff college boards slated. Army Times; July 29, 1991; 51(53): p. 3.

COMMAND STRUCTURE--REORGANIZATION

COMMISSARIES


COMMISSARIES--CONSOLIDATION


COMMISSARIES--FORT DEVENS, MA


COMMISSARIES--SALES


COMMISSION ON THE ASSIGNMENT OF WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES


COMMON SENSE ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM


COMMON TASK TEST (CTT)

Common Task Test targets mid-grade NCOs. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 4.

COMMON TASK TEST (CTT)--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS


Can we talk. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 27.
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS--SAUDI ARABIA


COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE SEE ARMY COMMUNITIES OF EXCELLENCE

COMPOSITE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM (CHCS)


COMPUTER CRIMES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--SECURITY MEASURES


COMPUTER PROGRAMS--SOFTWARE


COMPUTER VIRUSES


COMPUTER VULNERABILITY AND REPORTING PROGRAM


COMPUTERS


COMPUTERS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

COMPUTERS--PROCUREMENT


COMPUTERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


CONGRESS--WAR AND EMERGENCY POWERS


CONGRESSIONAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM


CONGRESSIONAL GOLD MEDAL


CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS


CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS--ARMY


CONTRACTING AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT (CAREER FIELD)


CONUS COLA SEE COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)
CONVENTIONAL FORCES IN EUROPE (CFE) TREATY


CONVENTIONAL FORCES IN EUROPE (CFE)--SOVIET UNION


CORPORATIONS--EMPLOYEES--RESERVE COMPONENTS


CORPS OF ENGINEERS


CORPS OF ENGINEERS--REORGANIZATION


CORRESPONDENCE COURSES SEE MILITARY EDUCATION--CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

COSMETIC SURGERY


COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


COST OF LIVING--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS


COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS--BREAD AND WATER CONFINEMENT


COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS--NOMINATIONS


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--AIDS (DISEASE)


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--CONDUCT UNBECOMING AN OFFICER


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--DESERTION


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--INFULTANT MANSLAUGHTER


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--MURDER


CRI SEE CHAMPUS REFORM INITIATIVE (CRI)
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION COMMAND--REORGANIZATION


CSC SEE COMMAND AND STAFF COLLEGES (CSC)

CIT SEE COMMON TASK TEST (CIT)

DA FORM 3355 SEE PROMOTION POINT WORKSHEET (DA FORM 3355)

DACOWITS SEE DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)

DAMOCLES (MISSILE)


DAVIS, BENJAMIN OLIVER, JR., 1912-


DAY CARE CENTERS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


DAY CARE CENTERS--COSTS


DAY CARE CENTERS--EMPLOYEES


DAY CARE CENTERS--EMPLOYEES--CREDENTIALS


DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)


DEFENSE CONTRACTS


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--OCCURRENCE--FOREIGN COMPANIES


DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY (DISA)


DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (DIA)--REORGANIZATION


DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY (DLA)


DEFENSE OUTPLACEMENT REFERRAL SYSTEM (DORS)

DELTA FORCE--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.

DENTAL PLAN SEE ACTIVE DUTY DEPENDENTS DENTAL PLAN

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--CLASS PERIODS

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--OVERSEAS--SECURITY MEASURES

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--RATING

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--TUITION


DEPENDENCY AND INDEMNITY COMPENSATION (DIC)

DESERTION


DESKTOP III (COMPUTER)
DETROIT ARSENAL TANK PLANT


DIA SEE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (DIA)

DIC SEE DEPENDENCY AND INDEMNITY COMPENSATION (DIC)

DISA SEE DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY (DISA)

DISARMAMENT--INSPECTION--UNITED NATIONS


DISCRIMINATION SEE RACE DISCRIMINATION

DLA SEE DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY (DLA)

DODDS SEE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)

DORS SEE DEFENSE OUTPLACEMENT REFERRAL SYSTEM (DORS)

DOUBLE DIPPING SEE RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--DUAL COMPENSATION
DRAGON (MISSILE)--EVALUATION

DRILL SERGEANT OF THE YEAR, 1991
Top drill sees initiative as key training goal. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 22.

DRILL SERGEANTS--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

DRONE AIRCRAFT
Droning on. Army Times; July 8, 1991; 51(50): p. 27.

DROUGHT, 1991--FORT BELVOIR, VA

DRUG ABUSE--PERSIAN GULF REGION

DRUG ABUSE--TESTING

DRUG TESTING

DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF--CENTRAL AMERICA
Drugs pose biggest threat to fragile democracies. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 11.


Lawmaker shoots for higher stakes in drug war. Army Times; July 8, 1991; 51(50): p. 16.


Drugs pose biggest threat to fragile democracies. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 11.

Paying Dugan may mean others will pay. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 18.


Degree may be a must for Guard officers. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 10.
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE


ELECTRONIC WARFARE

Electronic warfare has no service bounds. Army Times; Dec. 9, 1991; 52(19): p. 34.

EMPLOYMENT AND RE-EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS

See Uniformed Services Employment and Re-Employment Rights

ENGINEER RESTRUCTURE INITIATIVE


ENHANCED STANDARDS PROGRAM

Poor performers: Shape up or get out. Army Times; June 17, 1991; 51(46): p. 3.

ENLISTED DISTRIBUTION AND ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM (EDAS)


ENLISTED VOLUNTARY TRANSITION PROGRAM


ENLISTMENT CONTRACTS


ENVIRONMENT--LAW AND LEGISLATION

Engineers to act as environment road map. Army Times; Nov. 4, 1991; 52(14): p. 11.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM--CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Engineers to act as environment road map. Army Times; Nov. 4, 1991; 52(14): p. 11.
ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE AGENCY  SEE  ARMY ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE AGENCY

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS--CONTRACTS


ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--STATES


EQUAL OPPORTUNITY SURVEY  SEE  MILITARY EQUAL OPPORTUNITY CLIMATE SURVEY

EQUIPMENT--IRAQ--EXHIBITIONS


EQUIPMENT--IRAQ--FORT IRWIN, CA


EQUIPMENT--SURPLUS


ESIG-2000  SEE  SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS

ESPIONAGE--MILITARY PERSONNEL


ESPIONAGE--WEST GERMANY

ETHICS REFORM ACT, 1989


EXPLOSIONS--FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN--INVESTIGATION


EXPLOSIONS--KUWAIT


EXTENDED RANGE INTERCEPT TECHNOLOGY TARGET SYSTEM


FAADS SEE FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)

FAMILY ACTION PLAN


FAT--STANDARDS


FEDERAL VOTING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM


FEINBERG AWARD SEE FREDERICK L. FEINBERG AWARD
FERES DOCTRINE


FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)

FAADS under fire. Army Times; Mar. 4, 1991; 51(31): p. 27.

FINANCE, PERSONAL


FIREFINDER SEE AN-TPQ-36 (MORTAR-LOCATING RADAR)

FIRST SPECIAL FORCES OPERATIONAL DETACHMENT-DELTA SEE DELTA FORCE

FLAGS--PERSONNEL INTEGRATION COMMAND


FLYING TIGERS SEE AMERICAN VOLUNTEER GROUP (AVG)

FM 100-5 (OPERATIONS) SEE OPERATIONS (FM 100-5)

FOG-M SEE FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)
FORCE STRUCTURE SEE COMMAND STRUCTURE--REORGANIZATION

FORT RILEY, KS--EXPANSION


FORTY-EIGHTH INFANTRY BRIGADE (MECH)--DEPLOYMENT


FORTY-EIGHTH INFANTRY BRIGADE (MECH)--TRAINING


FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)

FAADS under fire. Army Times; Mar. 4, 1991; 51(31): p. 27.

FOSS, JOHN 1933-

TRADOC chief announces plans to retire. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 4.

FRIENDS RICIDE


FRAUD--PERSONAL LOANS


FREDERICK L. FEINBERG AWARD

FRIENDLY FIRE  SEE  FRATRICIDE

FROCKING


FUNCTIONAL AREA NINETY SEVEN  SEE  CONTRACTING AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT (CAREER FIELD)

FUNDED LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAM


FUNERALS, MILITARY  SEE  MILITARY FUNERALS

FUTURE INFANTRY FIGHTING VEHICLE--PROCUREMENT


GAMBLING--PENTAGON--RU'ES AND REGULATIONS


GAO  SEE  GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)

GEICO  SEE  GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSURANCE COMPANY (GEICO)
GERMANY--FOREIGN RELATIONS--SOVIET UNION


GERMANY--LAW AND LEGISLATION


GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)  
SEE  OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (G

GOLDEN KNIGHTS ARMY PARACHUTE TEAM


GOLDEN KNIGHTS ARMY PARACHUTE TEAM--COMPETITIONS


GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)--AUDIT--HELICOPTERS


GOVERNMENT AND THE PRESS--MILITARY ASPECTS


GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSURANCE COMPANY (GEICO)--REBATE


HACKERS (COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS)


HAP  
SEE  HOMEOWNERS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (HAP)
HAWK (MISSILE)
Hawk hits missile. Army Times; July 8, 1991; 51(50): p. 28.

HAWKEYE SEE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MODULE TEST BED

HAZARDOUS DUTY PAY

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--DISPOSAL

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DISPOSAL

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DISPOSAL--LEGAL ASPECTS

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--RULES AND REGULATIONS--VIOLATIONS

HEART--SURGERY
HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS


HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS--HONDURAS


HELICOPTERS--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


HELLFIRE (MISSILE)--PROCUREMENT


HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLE (HMMWV)

Drive a HMMWV home. Army Times; July 8, 1991; 51(50): p. 28.

HMMWV SEE HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLE (HMMWV)

HOLLAND AWARD - E J.P. LAND AWARD

HOME OWNERSHIP--TAXATION


HOME-BASE ASSIGNMENT PROGRAM

HOMELESS--VETERANS

HOMEOWNERS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (HAP)

HOMEOWNERS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (HAP)--TAXATION

HOMOSEXUALS
Cheney says gay exclusion does not apply to civilians. Army Times; Aug. 19, 1991; 52(3): p. 16.

HOMOSEXUALS--HOLLAND--NAVY

HOMOSEXUALS--LAW AND LEGISLATION

HOMOSEXUALS--RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

HONORARIA--CIVIL SERVICE

HONORARIA--OFFICERS

HOSPITALS

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS--STORAGE--RESERVE COMPONENTS

HOUSING

HOUSING ALLOWANCE
Housing sum may be tied to actual costs. Army Times; Feb. 6, 1991; 51(27): p. 6.
Plan to ease out-of-pocket housing costs. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 3.

HUGHES AIRCRAFT TROPHY AWARD, 1990
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT  SEE  ARMY CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, LANCASTER, PA

HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--BANGLADESH

Many roads home led to Bangladesh. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 10.

HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--IRAQ


HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--PANAMA


HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--PERSIAN GULF REGION


HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--SOVIET UNION


HUMVEE  SEE  HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLE (HMMWV)

IMAGE GENERATOR  SEE  SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS

INCENTIVE PAY ACT  SEE  AVIATION CAREER INCENTIVE PAY ACT

INCOME TAX

Credit may be extended to families overseas. Army Times; Jan. 21, 1991; 51(25): P. 6.
INCOME TAX--DEDUCTIONS--INIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRA)

Congress may restore IRA. Army Times; June 24, 1991; 51(48): p. 16.

INCOME TAX--REFUNDS


INCOME TAX--RESERVE COMPONENTS--W-2 FORMS


INCOME TAX--STATES--REFUNDS


INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRA)


INSIGNIA--SERGEANTS MAJOR OF THE ARMY


INSTALLATION RISTORATION PROGR.' (IRP)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


INSTRUCTORS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE--REBATE

INSURANCE, LIFE--MILITARY DEPENDENTS

INSURANCE, LIFE--MILITARY PERSONNEL

INSURANCE, LIFE--RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL

INSURANCE--MILITARY PERSONNEL

INTELLIGENCE
Army calls for direct line of intelligence communication. Army Times; Sept. 9, 1991; 52(6): p. 27.
Electronic warfare has no service bounds. Army Times; Dec. 9, 1991; 52(19): p. 34.

INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM SUPPORT GROUP

INTELLIGENCE, MILITARY SEE INTELLIGENCE

INTELLIGENCE--REORGANIZATION
INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS


Poor performers: Shape up or get out. Army Times; June 17, 1991; 51(46): p. 3.

War won't bring more force-outs, officials say. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 10.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--BENEFITS


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--CHAPLAINS


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--COUNSELING


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--EXEMPTIONS


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--MINORITIES


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


Court victory may give QMP targets a second chance. Army Times; June 10, 1991; 51(45): p. 8.


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


IRA SEE INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRA)

IRA--ARMED FORCES--ARTILLERY


IRA--CIVIL WAR, 1991

Bush vows not to get involved in Iraqi civil war. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 16.
IRAQ--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U.S.


IRAQ--NUCLEAR WEAPONS


IRP  SEE  INSTALLATION RESTORATION PROGRAM (IRP)

J.P. HOLLAND AWARD


JAG  SEE  JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL (JAG)

JAVELIN (MISSILE)


JEDI KNIGHTS  SEE  SCHOOL OF ADVANCED MILITARY STUDIES (SAMS)

JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND, IN--DEACTIVATION


Economy isn't only concern at test facility. Army Times; June 17, 1991; 51(46): p. 10.

JMMC  SEE  JOINT MILITARY MEDICAL COMMAND (JMMC)
JOB APPLICATIONS--AUTOMATION


JOB APPLICATIONS--REFERRAL


JOB FAIRS SEE ALL VETERANS JOB FAIRS

JOINT CEOI SEE JOINT COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS (JOINT CEOI)

JOINT COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY--AUTOMATION


JOINT COMMUNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS (JOINT CEOI)

Can we talk. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 27.

JOINT DOCTRINE


JOINT DUTY--RULES AND REGULATIONS


JOINT MILITARY FORCE--EUROPE


JOINT MILITARY MEDICAL COMMAND (JMMC)

JOINT SURVEILLANCE TARGET ATTACK RADAR SYSTEM (JSTARS)


JOINT TRAINING THEATER


JONES, DONALD


JOTC SEE JUNGLE OPERATIONS TRAINING CENTER (JOTC), FT SHERMAN, PANAMA

JSTARS SEE JOINT SURVEILLANCE TARGET ATTACK RADAR SYSTEM (JSTARS)

JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL (JAG)--INVESTIGATIONS


JUNGLE OPERATIONS TRAINING CENTER (JOTC), FT SHERMAN, PANAMA


JUNGLE WARFARE


KEM SEE KINETIC ENERGY MISSILE (KEM)
KINETIC ENERGY MISSILE (KEM)


KOOP, C. EVERETT, 1917-


KURDS--IRAQ


KUWAIT--BURUIAN ISLAND INCIDENT, 1991


KUWAIT--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U.S.


KUWAIT--MILITARY RELATIONS--U.S.


LASER RANGE FINDER


LASER WEAPONS

LEADERSHIP


LEAVE AND EARNING STATEMENT (LES)


LEISHMANIASIS (PARASITE)


LES SEE LEAVE AND EARNING STATEMENT (LES)

LESBIANS


LESBIANS--RULES AND REGULATIONS


LETTERMAN MEDICAL CENTER, SAN FRANCISCO, CA--DEACTIVATION


LH SEE LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)--AVIONICS--CONTRACTS

LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)—PROCUREMENT


LIGHT HELICOPTER (LH)—RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


LIGHTNING—FATALITIES—FORT BENNING, GA


LINE OF SIGHT ANTITANK (LOSAT) WEAPON SYSTEM


LIVING EXPENSE SEE TEMPORARY LIVING EXPENSE ALLOWANCE

LOCKERBIE (SCOTLAND) AIR DISASTER, 1988 SEE PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS FLIGHT 103, LOCKERBIE.

LOGISTICS—COMPUTERS


LONGBOW RADAR-MISSILE SYSTEM


LOSAT SEE LINE OF SIGHT ANTITANK (LOSAT) WEAPON SYSTEM
LSD--DRUG TESTING


LYME DISEASE


M16A2 (RIFLE)


M16A2 (RIFLE)--PROCUREMENT


M1A1 BLOCK III SEE M1A3 MBT (TANK)

M1A1 MBT (TANK)--ARMOR


M1A1 MBT (TANK)--COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS


M1A2 MBT (TANK)


M1A3 MBT (TANK)


M1A3 MBT (TANK)--PROCUREMENT

M551 (TANK)


MAINTENANCE EXCELLENCE AWARD  SEE  ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF'S MAINTENANCE EXCELLENCE AWARD, 1991

MALARIA


MALPRACTICE


MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE  SEE  ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)

MANEUVER CONTROL SYSTEM (MCS)--TRAINING


MANEUVERS--SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS


MANPOWER REDUCTION


All eyes on peace dividend. Army Times; Nov. 4, 1991; 52(14): p. 3.

Budget would drop active-duty Army to half-century low. Army Times; Feb. 18, 1991; 51(29): p. 16.

Congress considers killing RIF. Army Times; Sept. 23, 1991; 52(8): p. 3.


How deep to cut forces. Army Times; Sept. 16, 1991; 52(7): p. 3.


Quick end to war may set drawdown back on course. Army Times; Mar. 25, 1991; 51(34): p. 4.


MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMY RECRUITING COMMAND


MANPOWER REDUCTION--CORPS OF ENGINEERS


MANPOWER REDUCTION--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--AUDITORS

MANPOWER REDUCTION--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--INSPECTORS


MANPOWER REDUCTION--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--INVESTIGATORS


MANPOWER REDUCTION--EUROPE


MANPOWER REDUCTION--FOURTH ARMY


MANPOWER REDUCTION--GERMANY


MANPOWER REDUCTION--LAW AND LEGISLATION

Congress ready to grant drawdown relief. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 28.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--MEDICAL PERSONNEL


MANPOWER REDUCTION--MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES


MANPOWER REDUCTION--OFFICERS

MANPOWER REDUCTION--RESERVE COMPONENTS


Guard to cut two divisions as planned. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 8.


MANPOWER REDUCTION--RESERVE COMPONENTS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


MATERNITY LEAVE

Bill would keep infants with their mothers. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 3.

Policy allows mothers four months with infants. Army Times; Nov. 25, 1991; 52(17): p. 11.

MCS SEE MANEUVER CONTROL SYSTEM (MCS)

MEALS, OPERATIONAL READY TO EAT (MORE)


MEDALS


MEDICAL CARE


**MEDICAL CARE--AUTOMATION**


**MEDICAL CARE--COSTS**


**MEDICAL PERSONNEL--TRAINING**


**MEDICAL SCHOOL--EXCHANGE PROGRAM--POLAND**


**MEDICAL SUPPLIES--SURPLUS**


**MEDICAL SUPPLIES--TURKEY**

Turkey gets troops' medicine. Army Times; July 8, 1991; 51(50): p. 28.

**MEDICARE--LAW AND LEGISLATION**


**MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL**

**MH-60K (HELICOPTER)**


**MICROWAVES--MILITARY ASPECTS**


**MILAN 2T (MISSILE)--TESTING**

Milan 2T backs out. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 27.

**MILITARY AND THE ENVIRONMENT**


**MILITARY BASES**


**MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION**


Communities prepare to take their medicine. Army Times; Apr. 22, 1991; 51(38): p. 10.


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--ECONOMIC ASPECTS


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

Economy isn't only concern at test facility. Army Times; June 17, 1991; 51(46): p. 10.

MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--EUROPE


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--FAR EAST


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--FORT DOUGLAS, UT


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--GERMANY


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--LAW AND LEGISLATION


MILITARY BASES--EUROPE--SECURITY MEASURES


MILITARY BASES--PHILIPPINES

MILITARY BASES--SECURITY MEASURES


MILITARY CHILD CARE ACT, 1989

So far, so good for child-care changes. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 11.

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--DENTAL CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--HOUSING


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE


Medical plan draws fire from interest groups. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 8.


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--TRAVEL


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--TRAVEL--RULES AND REGULATIONS


MILITARY DISCHARGE--MENTAL ILLNESS


MILITARY EDUCATION--CORRESPONDENCE COURSES


MILITARY EDUCATION--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


MILITARY EDUCATION--OFFICERS


MILITARY EDUCATION--SERVICE SCHOOLS AND WAR COLLEGES

MILITARY EDUCATION--WARRANT OFFICERS

MILITARY EQUAL OPPORTUNITY CLIMATE SURVEY

MILITARY ETHICS

MILITARY FUNERALS--HONOR GUARDS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

MILITARY HISTORY WRITING CONTEST, 1990--AWARDS

MILITARY MAN IN SPACE (EXPERIMENT)

MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS)--CIVILIAN EQUIVALENT

MILITARY POLICY

MILITARY POLICY--U.S.--PERSIAN GULF REGION

MILITARY STRATEGY
MILITARY TRAINING CENTERS--REORGANIZATION


MINE WARFARE--EQUIPMENT--PROCUREMENT


MINORITIES--STATISTICS


MISCARRIAGE--MILITARY DEPENDENTS


MISCARRIAGE--STATISTICS


MISSILES


MISSILES--COUNTERMEASURES

Countermeasures to come. Army Times; Mar. 4, 1991; 51(31): p. 27.

MLRS SEE MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)
MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--BENEFITS

MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--STATISTICS

MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES

MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Not all morale budgets are created equal. Army Times; Nov. 18, 1991; 52(18): p. 20.

MORB SEE MEDICAL OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORB)

MORE SEE MEALS, OPERATIONAL READY TO EAT (MORE)

MORTAR LOCATING RADAR SEE AN-TPO-36 (MORTAR LOCATING RADAR)

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--AUTOMOBILES

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--COSTS
MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--TAX DEDUCTIONS


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--TRANSPORTATION--SURVIVOR BENEFITS


MULTINATIONAL FORCE


MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)


MULTISHIELD (PRODUCT)--CHEMICAL WARFARE


MULTIYEAR SPECIAL PAY


MURDER--EL SALVADOR


MURDER--FT. IRWIN, CA.


MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, TRENTON, NJ


MWR SEE MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES
MY SON RON (SONG)


NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION SEE PERSONNEL INTEGRATION COMMAND (USAPIC)

NATIONAL CEMETERIES--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


NATIONAL DEFENSE SERVICE MEDAL


NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE MEDAL, 1991


NATIONAL PARACHUTING CHAMPIONSHIP, 1991


NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA

Better than business as usual at NTC. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 28.


NATO SEE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

NAVAL HOME, WASHINGTON, D.C.--RULES AND REGULATIONS

NIGHT VISION DEVICES


NIGHT VISION DEVICES--TANKS

Targeting at night a hazard. Army Times; Mar. 4, 1991; 51(31): p. 27.

NIGHT VISION GOGGLES SEE AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)

NON-LINE-OF-SIGHT (NLOS) SEE FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--DEFENSE POLICY


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--MILITARY POLICY

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--REORGANIZATION


NORTHERN OPERATIONS--TRAINING


NORTHERN WARFARE TRAINING CENTER, FORT GREELY, ALASKA


NTC SEE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA

NUCLEAR WEAPONS--IRAQ


NUCLEAR WEAPONS--NONPROLIFERATION TREATY


NUCLEAR WEAPONS--REDUCTION


NUCLEAR WEAPONS--SOVIET UNION


NUCLEAR WEAPONS--SOVIET UNION--TESTING

NUCLEAR WEAPONS--U. S.--TESTING


NURSE CORPS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


NURSES AND NURSING--EDUCATION


NUTRITION


NUTRITION--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


OBESITY

Poor performers: Shape up or get out. Army Times; June 17, 1991; 51(46): p. 3.

OER SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)

OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (OPMS)


OH-6 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


OIL FIRES--KUWAIT

For some families, the ordeal is far from over. Army Times; Aug. 19, 1991; 52(3): p. 14.

OLMSTEAD SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM


OPEN HEART SURGERY PROGRAM--MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, FORT LEWIS, WA


OPERATION DESERT SHELTER, 1990-1991--AIRLAND BATTLE


OPERATION DESERT SHELTER, 1990-1991--ALLIED PERSONNEL--TRAINING


OPERATION DESERT SHELTER, 1990-1991--ARMED FORCES--KUWAIT--TRAINING


OPERATION DESERT SHELTER, 1990-1991--ARMED FORCES--SAUDI ARABIA--TRAINING


OPERATION DESERT SHELTER, 1990-1991--AWARDS

Run on medals has many waiting months. Army Times; June 3, 1991; 51(44): p. 12.

OPERATION DESERT SHELTER, 1990-1991--BEVERAGES


OPERATION DESERT SHELTER, 1990-1991--BIOLOGICAL WARFARE


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--BONUSES


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--COMBAT READINESS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--COMMENORATIVE CARDS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--CORPS OF ENGINEERS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--COSTS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--EIGHTY-SECOND AIRBORNE DIVISION


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FIELD SERVICE

Field service group has hot, heavy job supplying the troops. Army Times; Jan. 21, 1991; 51(25): p. 16.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--FLEA COLLARS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--INCOME TAX


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--LOGISTICS**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--M1A1 MBT (TANK)**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MEDICAL CARE**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--POLITICAL OPINION**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--POSTAL SERVICE**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PROMOTIONS**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PUBLIC OPINION**


**OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS**


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--DEPLOYMENT

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--MOBILIZATION

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--QUARTERMASTER CORPS

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--RESPIRATORY AILMENTS

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--REST AND RECUPERATION (R&R)

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SAUDI ARABIA

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--STRATEGY

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SUPPORT TROOPS

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--THIRTY-SEVENTH COMBAT ENGINEER BATTALION (AIRBORNE)
OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--TOUR CREDITS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--TRAINING--ACCIDENTS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--VEHICLES--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Field service group has hot, heavy job supplying the troops. Army Times; Jan. 21, 1991; 51(25): p. 16.

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--WAR AND EMERGENCY POWERS


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--WAR CRIMES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE (AWOL)

Soldiers go AWOL to avoid gulf war; others forced to go. Army Times; Feb. 25, 1991; 51(30): p. 61.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ACCIDENTS


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AERIAL OPERATIONS**

Air support passes with flying colors. Army Times; Mar. 11, 1991; 51(32): p. 11.


The best is yet to come. Army Times; Feb. 11, 1991; 51(28): p. 3.


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AERIAL OPERATIONS--FOURTH TACTICAL FIGHTER WING (PROVISIONAL)**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AH-64 (HELICOPTER)**


Commanders hail night of the Apache. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 16.


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AIR LIAISON OFFICERS**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AIRLAND BATTLE**

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AIRLINES--FARES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE (AVF)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AMERICAN FORCES NETWORK--GERMANY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Destruction a head start. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 16.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ARMED FORCES--EGYPT


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AWARDS

Run on medals has many waiting months. Army Times; June 3, 1991; 51(44): p. 12.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

BAS issue bigger than a free lunch. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 29.
OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--BENEFITS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--BIRTH CONTROL PILLS

Deploying women say they were urged to go on pill. Army Times; Feb. 18, 1991; 51(29): p. 11.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--BLOOD


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--BLOODBORNE INFECTIONS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--BRACELETS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CARTOONISTS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CASUALTIES


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CASUALTIES, IRAQI**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CASUALTIES--BURNS**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CASUALTIES--MINORITIES**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CEASE FIRE**

The war is over. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 3.
OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CHAMPUS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CHAMPUS--DEDUCTIBLES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CHEMICAL WARFARE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CIGARETTES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3)

Army C3 units fell behind pace of battle. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 28.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--COMMENORATIVE CARDS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--COMMUNICATIONS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--DISEASES

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--DRONE AIRCRAFT

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--DUAL CAREER MILITARY COUPLES

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--EIGHTY-SECOND AIRBORNE DIVISION
82d could be among first units out of Storm. Army Times; Mar. 11, 1991; 51(32): p. 6.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ELECTRONIC WARFARE

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ELEVENTH ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ESPIONAGE

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FILIPINOS--NATURALIZATION

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FIRST ARMORED DIVISION
OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FIRST CAVALRY DIVISION


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FIRST INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FORWARD AIR CONTROLLERS (FAC)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FRATRICIDE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--GBU-28 (BOMB)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--GROUND OPERATIONS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--IMMINENT DANGER PAY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--INCOME TAX


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--INCOME TAX--EXEMPTIONS

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--INCOME TAX--LAW AND LEGISLATION


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--INCOME TAX--OFFICERS

Officers: Fix taxes now or pay later. Army Times; June 3, 1991; 51(44): p. 3.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--INTELLIGENCE

Front-line troops received word from above. Army Times; Nov. 4, 1991; 52(14): p. 25.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--IRAQ--EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--IRAQ--REPUBLICAN GUARD


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--JOINT DUTY CREDIT

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--JOINT STAFF INTERN PROGRAM


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--JOINT SURVEILLANCE TARGET ATTACK RADAR SYSTEM (JSTARS)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--KHAFJI, BATTLE OF


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--KUWAIT

Kuwaitis plow back into their homeland. Army Times; Mar. 11, 1991; 51(32): p. 35.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--LEAVE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--LESSONS LEARNED


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--LESSONS LEARNED--ARMOR


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--LESSONS LEARNED--INTELLIGENCE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--LOGISTICS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--M1A1 MBT (TANK)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--M1A1 MBT (TANK)--MAINTENANCE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--M1A1 MBT (TANK)--TRANSPORTATION


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MEDALS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MEDICAL CARE

Medical team glad to do its job, and glad not to. Army Times; Mar. 11, 1991; 51(32): p. 47.


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MEDICAL SUPPORT--RESERVE COMPONENTS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MEMORIAL SERVICES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MILITARY DEPENDENTS--GERMANY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSARY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--BENEFITS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--NATIONAL VICTORY PARADE, WASHINGTON, D.C.


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--NAVAL OPERATIONS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--NIGHT FIGHTING


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--NORFOLK, BATTLE OF


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ONE HUNDRED FIRST AIRBORNE DIVISION


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ONE HUNDRED FORTY-SECOND FIELD ARTILLERY BRIGADE

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ONE HUNDRED NINETY-SIXTH FIELD ARTILLERY BRIGADE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PARADES--NEW YORK (CITY)

This time, public shuns protesters. Army Times; June 24, 1991; 51(48): p. 10.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PARADES--WASHINGTON, D.C.


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PATRIOT (MISSILE)

Deadly glitch. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 3.


Recharging the batteries. Army Times; Feb. 25, 1991; 51(30): p. 27.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OVERPAYMENT


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PEACE MOVEMENTS**

This time, public shuns protesters. Army Times; June 24, 1991; 51(48): p. 10.

**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--POLICY**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--POSTAL SERVICE**

Free mail may extend outside combat zone. Army Times; Mar. 4, 1991; 51(31): p. 11.


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PRISONERS OF WAR--COMPENSATION**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PRISONERS OF WAR--IRAQ**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PRISONERS OF WAR--SAUDI ARABIA**


**OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PRISONERS OF WAR--WOMEN**

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--MOBILIZATION

Bush calls up IRR, limits reservists' active tour to one year. Army Times; Feb. 4, 1991; 51(27): p. 3.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--REDEPLOYMENT


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' CIVIL RELIEF ACT, 1940


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RETENTION


Stop-loss extends to all on active duty. Army Times; Feb. 25, 1991; 51(30): p. 16.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SAVINGS PLAN


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SCUD (MISSILE)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SCUD (MISSILE)--CASUALTIES

Deadly glitch. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 3.
OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SECOND ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SECOND ARMORED DIVISION (FORWARD)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SECOND ARMORED DIVISION (FORWARD)--FIRST BRIGADE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SEVENTH CORPS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEMS (SINCGARS)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SINGLE PARENTS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SOUVENIRS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SOUVENIRS--RULES AND REGULATIONS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--STANDOFF LAND ATTACK MISSILE (SLAM)

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PROTESTS, DEMONSTRATIONS, ETC.


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PUBLIC OPINION


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PURPLE HEART


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RADIO


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--REFUGEES

Up to 10,000 may stay on in refugee relief effort. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 3.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--REPORTERS AND REPORTING


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--REPORTERS AND REPORTING--PHYSICAL FITNESS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS


Reserve support hailed as overwhelming success. Army Times; Apr. 15, 1991; 51(37): p. 11.


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--BENEFITS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--DEMOBILIZATION

Three ANG brigades may be released. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 2.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--DENTAL CARE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--DEPLOYMENT


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--G.I. BILL OF RIGHTS

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--STRATEGY

We will set the time. Army Times; Feb. 25, 1991; 51(30): p. 3.

We're going to cut it off and then we're going to kill it. Army Times; Feb. 4, 1991; 51(27): p. 8.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SURVIVOR BENEFITS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TACTICS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TERRORISM


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--THIRD ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--THIRD ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT--PERSONAL NARRATIVES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--THIRD ARMORED DIVISION


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--THIRD INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)--THIRD BRIGADE

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TOMAHAWK (MISSILE)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TOUR OF DUTY--EUROPE--EXTENSION

Rotations home from Germany speeded. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 3.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TRUCKS, HEAVY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TRUCKS--PERFORMANCE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TWENTY-FOURTH INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--TWENTY-FOURTH INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)--REDEPLOYMENT


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--UNIFORMS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--VEHICLES--MAINTENANCE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--HOSPITALS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--VETERANS, DISABLED

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--VETERANS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--VOLUNTEER WORKERS--FAMILY SUPPORT GROUPS

Volunteer-led support groups proved more popular during war. Army Times; Nov. 4, 1991; 52(14): p. 10.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--WAR CRIMES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--WAR MEMORIALS--FT. STEWART, GA


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--WEAPONS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--WEAPONS SYSTEMS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES


OPERATION JUST CAUSE, 1989-1990

SEE PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990

OPERATION JUST CAUSE: THE UNTOLD TALE

OPERATION PROVIDE COMFORT, 1991


Incidents show operation's military edge. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 16.


Soldiers with Kurds: We're doing some good. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 4.

Special Forces struggle to ease plight of refugees. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 22.

Up to 10,000 may stay on in refugee relief effort. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 3.

OPERATION PROVIDE COMFORT, 1991--JOINT DUTY CREDIT


OPERATION PROVIDE COMFORT, 1991--KURDS


OPERATION PROVIDE COMFORT, 1991--POST EXCHANGE

Pickings are slim at the field's only exchange. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 16.

OPERATION PROVIDE COMFORT, 1991--SPECIAL FORCES


OPERATION SEA ANGEL, 1991


OPERATIONS (FM 100-5)

OPMS  
SEE  
OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (OPMS)

ORDER OF SAINT MICHAEL BRONZE AWARD


OSPREY  
SEE  
V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)

OVERSEAS TOURS


OVERSEAS TOURS--ALASKA


OVERSEAS TOURS--EXTENSIONS


OVERSEAS TOURS--GERMANY


OVERSEAS TOURS--HAWAII


OVERSEAS TOURS--HOUSING--SECURITY DEPOSITS

OVERSEAS TOURS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS


OVERSEAS TOURS--SAUDI ARABIA


PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS FLIGHT 103, LOCKERBIE, SCOTLAND, 1988


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990 (BOOK EXCERPTS)


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--AWARDS


PANAMA--ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN


PANAMA--SOCIAL CONDITIONS


PATRIOT (MISSILE)


Picking up the pieces. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 25.

PATRIOT (MISSILE)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

PATRIOT (MISSILE)--PROCUREMENT


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


Despite raises, military buying power erodes. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 3.


Paying the bill may be last hurdle for benefits plans. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 10.


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--CIVIL SERVICE

Despite raises, military buying power erodes. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 3.

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--INCENTIVE PAY


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--LONGEVITY PAY


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--PILOTS

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS--OVERPAYMENT


PEACE DIVIDEND

All eyes on peace dividend. Army Times; Nov. 4, 1991; 52(14): p. 3.

PEARL HARBOR COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL


PENTAGON TOTAL FORCE POLICY REPORT


PENTAGON--LOCAL TAXATION


PENTAGON--PROCUREMENT

PERMS SEE PERSONAL ELECTRONIC RECORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PERMS)

PERSHING (MISSILE)


PERSONAL ELECTRONIC RECORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PERMS)


PERSONNEL COMMAND SEE TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND

PERSONNEL FILES--AUTOMATION


PERSONNEL INTEGRATION COMMAND (USAPIC)


PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT


PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT--ARMY--CIVIL SERVICE


PETS--Airlift--Philippines


PHANTOM BRIGADE SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--THIRD INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)--THIRD BRIGAD
PHYSICAL FITNESS SCHOOL SEE ARMY PHYSICAL FITNESS SCHOOL, FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS


PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS--TRAINING--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


PHYSICIANS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


PHYSICIANS--RESERVE COMPONENTS--CIVILIAN PRACTICE


PIONEER SEE DRONE AIRCRAFT

PLASTIC SURGERY SEE COSMETIC SURGERY

POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)


POSTAL SERVICE


New system puts ZIP in military mail. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 10.

POSTAL SERVICE--OVERSEAS MAIL


POSTAL SERVICE--SAUDI ARABIA


POWELL, COLIN LUTHER, 1937-


Powell:" I'm running out of demons". Army Times; Apr. 15, 1991; 51(37): p. 4.

POWELL, COLIN LUTHER, 1937--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


POWELL, COLIN LUTHER, 1937--AWARDS


POWELL, COLIN LUTHER, 1937--MEDALS


PRESIDENTS--WAR AND EMERGENCY POWERS


PRIMARY CARE FOR THE UNIFORMED SERVICES (PRIMUS)--COSTS

PRIMUS SEE PRIMARY CARE FOR THE UNIFORMED SERVICES (PRIMUS)

PRISONERS OF WAR--IRAQ

PRISONERS OF WAR--SAUDI ARABIA

PRISONS, MILITARY--BLACK PRISONERS--STATISTICS

PRISONS--DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION--MILITARY BASES

PROCUREMENT--OFFICERS

PROMOTION BOARD--OFFICERS
PROMOTION BOARD--WARRANT OFFICERS


PROMOTION POINT WORKSHEET (DA FORM 3355)


PROMOTION POINT WORKSHEET (DA FORM 3355)--RECOMPUTATION


PROMOTIONS--CHAPLAINS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PROMOTIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


PROMOTIONS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Administration garners most sergeant major selections. Army Times; June 10, 1991; 51(45): p. 3.


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS


VII Corps' Franks heads to TRADOC; leads the list of generals on move. Army Times; July 29, 1991; 51(53): p. 18.

PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S (JAG) CORPS


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL


CW5 grade key to career plan for warrants. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 3.

Warrants to vie for temporary CW2, CW3. Army Times; Apr. 15, 1991; 51(37): p. 3.


QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)


Staff sergeants up for promotion, QMP in fall. Army Times; June 24, 1991; 51(48): p. 4.

QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)--LAW AND LEGISLATION

Court victory may give QMP targets a second chance. Army Times; June 10, 1991; 51(45): p. 8.

QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


QUAYLE, JAMES DANFORTH, 1947--SAUDI ARABIA


RACE DISCRIMINATION


RACE DISCRIMINATION--EUROPE


RACE DISCRIMINATION--GERMANY

RADIATION INJURIES--VETERANS


RADIATION--PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE


RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES--EXPOSURE


RAH-66 (HELICOPTER)


RAH-66 (HELICOPTER)--ARMAMENT


RAH-66 (HELICOPTER)--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


RANGERS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


RANGERS--TRAINING


RAPE PREVENTION--TRAINING


RAPID REACTION FORCE--NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

RAPIDS SEE REAL-TIME AUTOMATED PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (RAPIDS)

RC-12K (AIRCRAFT)--PROCUREMENT


RCAS SEE RESERVE COMPONENT AUTOMATION SYSTEM (RCAS)

READ TO LEAD PROGRAM


READING SKILLS


READY RESERVE FLEET (RRF)

Army makes pitch for future sealift needs. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 27.

OPAL-TIME AUTOMATED PERSONNEL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (RAPIDS)


RECRUITERS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


RECRUITERS--STUDENT ROSTERS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


Recruits top goals by a mile. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 10.

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--CONTRACTS


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--PHYSICIANS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--REENLISTMENT--RULES AND REGULATIONS


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--STATISTICS

RECYCLING (WASTE, ETC.)--RESERVE COMPONENTS


RED CROSS


RED CROSS--OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES


RED CROSS--PERSIAN GULF FAMILY SUPPORT PROGRAM


RED CROSS--SERVICES


REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS ACT  SEE  VETERANS REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS ACT

REEES, RAYMOND, 1945-


REFORGER '91 (MANEUVERS)


REFUGEES, HAITIAN--HOUSING

REFUGEES, HAITIAN--HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE


REORGANIZATION


RESCUE WORK--MILITARY POLICE, AMERICAN--KOREA


RESCUE WORK--TWENTY-FIFTH AVIATION REGIMENT--AWARDS


RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AWARDS

SEE ARMY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXCELLENCE AWARDS, 1990

RESERVE COMPONENT AUTOMATION SYSTEM (RCAS)


RESERVE COMPONENTS--ACTIVE DUTY--EXTENSIONS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--ACTIVE DUTY--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


RESERVE COMPONENTS--ACTIVE DUTY--SALARY INSURANCE PLAN


RESERVE COMPONENTS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

RESERVE COMPONENTS--BENEFITS--LOANS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--COMBAT READINESS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--CURRENT RANK-ENLISTING


RESERVE COMPONENTS--DEACTIVATION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS--COURT DECISIONS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--GEORGIA--DEPLOYMENT


RESERVE COMPONENTS--LAW AND LEGISLATION

RESERVE COMPONENTS--LEAVE


RESERVE COMPONENTS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL--EXTENDED ACTIVE DUTY


RESERVE COMPONENTS--MISSION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--SANCTUARY PROVISION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING--FORT DIX, NJ

Fort Dix may be permanent home to reserve training. Army Times; Dec. 9, 1991; 52(19): p. 6.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--APPropriations AND EXPENDitures


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--Awards


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--CONTRACTS


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--EDUCATION--BENEFITS

RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES--INSTRUCTORS


RESUMES SEE JOB APPLICATIONS

RETENTION


You can't make plans, you can't look for a job. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 15.

RETENTION--SERGEANTS MAJOR

Sergeants major no longer may stay past 30 years. Army Times; Dec. 16, 1991; 52(20): p. 4.

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--CHAMPUS


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--DUAL COMPENSATION


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--EMPLOYMENT


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--COLORADO

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--KANSAS


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--LAW AND LEGISLATION


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--NORTH CAROLINA--REFUND


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--REFUND


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MEDICAL CARE


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MOBILIZATION

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--OFFICERS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.

Paying Dugan may mean others will pay. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 18.

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


RETIREMENT


RETIREMENT HOMES, MILITARY SEE NAVAL HOME, WASHINGTON, D.C.

RETIREMENT HOMES, MILITARY SEE SOLDIERS' AND AIRMEN'S HOME, WASHINGTON, D.C.

REVOLVING DOOR POLICY

Law hasn't closed revolving door to defense industry. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 17.

RIVERSIDE NATIONAL CEMETERY, RIVERSIDE, CA.


ROBOTS


ROTC SEE RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)
ROUNDOUT BRIGADES


RRF  SEE  READY RESERVE FLEET (RRF)

SAAS  SEE  SCHOOL OF ADVANCED AIRPOWER STUDIES (SAAS), MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE AL

SADARM  SEE  SENSE AND DESTROY ARMOR (SADARM)

SAINT MICHAEL AWARD  SEE  ORDER OF SAINT MICHAEL BRONZE AWARD

SAMS  SEE  SCHOOL OF ADVANCED MILITARY STUDIES (SAMS), MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE AL

SAND FLY BITE  SEE  LEISHMANIASIS (PARASITE)

SATS  SEE  SOUTHWEST ASIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (SATS)

SAVINGS DEPOSIT PROGRAM


SBP  SEE  SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)
SCHOLARSHIPS


SCHOOL OF ADVANCED AIRPOWER STUDIES (SAAS), MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE, AL


SCHOOL OF ADVANCED MILITARY STUDIES (SAMS), MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE, AL -- GRADUATES


SCHWARZKOPF, H. NORMAN, 1934-


SCHWARZKOPF, H. NORMAN, 1934- -- AWARDS


SCHWARZKOPF, H. NORMAN, 1934- -- MEDALS


SCHWARZKOPF, H. NORMAN, 1934- -- RETIREMENT


SCOUT HELICOPTER REPAIRER (MOS 67S)

SDI  SEE  STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)

SDT  SEE  SELF DEVELOPMENT TEST (SDT)

SEA  SEE  SELECTIVE EARLY ANNUITY (SEA)

SEALIFT
Army makes pitch for future sealift needs. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 27.

SEALIFT--MEDICAL SUPPLIES

SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS--CH-47 (HELICOPTER)

SELECTIVE EARLY ANNUITY (SEA)

SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)

SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)--CHAPLAINS
SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)--LAW AND LEGISLATION


SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)--OFFICERS


SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)


SELF DEVELOPMENT TEST (SDT)--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Army soon to apply battery of new tests. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 4.

SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES--CORRESPONDENCE COURSES


SENSE AND DESTROY ARMOR (SADARM)


SENSE AND DESTROY ARMOR (SADARM) SUBMUNITION

Two companies to produce winning SADARM design. Army Times; Apr. 15, 1991; 51(37): p. 27.
SENTINEL BYTE II (COMPUTER SYSTEM)


SERB SEE SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)

SERGEANTS MAJOR ACADEMY, FORT BLISS, TX


SERGEANTS MAJOR--ACTIVE DUTY LIMITATION

Sergeants major no longer may stay past 30 years. Army Times; Dec. 16, 1991; 52(20): p. 4.

SERVICE ACADEMIES--ATHLETIC PROGRAMS


SERVICE ACADEMIES--CLASS SIZE


SERVICE ACADEMIES--FACULTY


SERVICE ACADEMIES--FACULTY--CREDENTIALS


SERVICE ACADEMIES--LAW AND LEGISLATION


SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)


Pay deductions for double SGLI will be automatic. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 8.

**SEVENTH CORPS--DEACTIVATION**


**SEVENTH CORPS--REDEPLOYMENT--GERMANY**


**SEVERANCE PAY**

Early-outs may take incentive now or later. Army Times; Nov. 18, 1991; 52(16): p. 4.


Separation-pay levels don’t tell full story. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 28.


**SEVERANCE PAY--ENLISTED PERSONNEL**


**SEVERANCE PAY--ENLISTED PERSONNEL--DOCKING**

SEX EDUCATION--TRAINING


SEXUAL HARASSMENT


SEXUAL HARASSMENT--MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY


SGLI SEE SERVICEMEN’S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

SHELTER, COMMAND POST SEE STANDARD INTEGRATED COMMAND POST SHELTERS

SHERIDAN LIGHT TANK SEE M551 (TANK)

SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS


SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS--IMAGE GENERATOR


SIMULATION NETWORK (SIMNET)

SINCGARS SEE SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEMS (SINCGARS)

SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEMS (SINCGARS)


SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEMS (SINCGARS)--ANTENNAS


SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEMS (SINCGARS)--PROCUREMENT

Army C2 funds will decline during next decade. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 27.

SINGLE PARENTS


SINGLE PARENTS--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


SINGLE PARENTS--DEPLOYMENT

Services may exempt troops with infants. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 28.

SINGLE PARENTS--MOBILIZATION


SLAM SEE STANDOFF LAND ATTACK MISSILE (SLAM)
SMOKING


SOCOM  SEE  SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)

SOLDIER SUPPORT CENTER--NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION


SOLDIER'S MEDAL


SOLDIERS' AND AIRMEN'S HOME, WASHINGTON, D.C.--RULES AND REGULATIONS


SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' CIVIL RELIEF ACT, AMENDMENTS, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS


SOUTHWEST ASIA SERVICE MEDAL


SOUTHWEST ASIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (SATS)

SOVIET UNION--FOREIGN RELATIONS--GERMANY


SOVIET UNION--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U.S.


SOVIET UNION--INTELLIGENCE--MIDDLE EAST


SOVIET UNION--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT--1985-


SPACE AVAILABLE FLIGHTS


SPECIAL FORCES--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


SPECIAL FORCES--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--OFFICERS


SPECIAL FORCES--WEAPONS PROCUREMENT

Special Forces struggle to stay that way. Army Times; Sept. 9, 1991; 52(6): p. 27.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)


SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


**SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)**


**SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)--TABLES**


SRB SEE SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)

SSB SEE SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)

**STANDARD INTEGRATED COMMAND POST SHELTERS**


START SEE STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START)

STINER, CARL WADE, 1936:


STINGER (MISSILE)


STOP LOSS POLICY SEE RETENTION
STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START)


STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)


SULLIVAN, GORDON R., 1937-


SULLIVAN, GORDON R., 1937--INTERVIEW


SUPPLIES AND STORES


SUPPORT SERVICES


SUPREME COURT SEE U.S. SUPREME COURT

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT SEE EQUIPMENT--SURPLUS

SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)


SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)--COSTS


SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)--PENALTIES


SURVIVOR BENEFITS


SURVIVOR BENEFITS--RULES AND REGULATIONS


SURVIVOR BENEFITS--TRANSPORTATION


SUTER, WILLIAM KENT, 1937--


TAACOM SEE THEATER ARMY AREA COMMAND (TAACOM), NEW ORLEANS, LA

TABLES OF DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOWANCES (TDA) POSITIONS--FEMALE EXCLUSION


TACIT RAINBOW ANTI-RADAR MISSILE--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

TACTICAL EVENT REPORTING SYSTEM (TERS)

Front-line troops received word from above. Army Times; Nov. 4, 1991; 52(14): p. 25.

TACTICAL UNMANNED GROUND VEHICLE (TUG-V)


TADS SEE NIGHT VISION DEVICES

TADS-PNVS SEE TARGET ACQUISITION AND DESIGNATION SYSTEM-PILOT NIGHT VISION SENSOR (TADS-PNVS)

TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--CAVALRY


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--PRODUCTION


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--STEALTH TECHNOLOGY


TARGET ACQUISITION AND DESIGNATION SYSTEM (TADS) SEE NIGHT VISION DEVICES

TARGET ACQUISITION DESIGNATION SYSTEM AND PILOT NIGHT VISION SENSOR (TADS-PNVS)


TDA SEE TABLES OF DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOWANCES (TDA) POSITIONS
TELEPHONE CALLS--PERSIAN GULF REGION


TELEPHONE CALLS--PERSIAN GULF REGION--REFUNDS

Refunds may be owed for gulf calls. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 2.

TEMPORARY LIVING EXPENSE ALLOWANCE


TERMINALLY GUIDED WARHEAD


TERRORISM--PERSIAN GULF REGION


TERS SEE TACTICAL EVENT REPORTING SYSTEM (TERS)

TEST FACILITIES--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


THAAD SEE THEATER HIGH ALTITUDE AREA DEFENSE (THAAD) MISSILE

THEATER ARMY AREA COMMAND (TAACOM), NEW ORLEANS, LA

THEATER HIGH ALTITUDE AREA DEFENSE (THAAD) MISSILE


THEFT--EQUIPMENT


THEFT--SPARE PARTS--RED RIVER ARMY DEPOT, TEXARKANA, TX


THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEM (TIS)


THURMAN, MAXWELL R., 1931-


This time, Thurman watches history. Army Times; Mar. 18, 1991; 51(33): p. 17.


TIGER BRIGADE SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SECOND ARMORED DIVISION (FORWARD)

TIS SEE THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEM (TIS)

TOBACCO--SALES--VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT


TORNADOES--MILITARY BASES--SHELTERS

TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND


TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM SUPPORT CONTRACT--ARMY


TOTAL FORCE POLICY


TOTAL FORCE POLICY REPORT

SEE PENTAGON TOTAL FORCE POLICY REPORT

TOW (MISSILE)


TOW SIGHT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM


TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AGENCY


TRAINING


TRAINING--ACCIDENTS


TRAINING--ACCIDENTS--FORT DIX, NJ


TRAINING--ACCIDENTS--FORT IRWIN, CA


TRAINING--ACCIDENTS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


TRAINING--AIRBORNE TROOPS


TRAINING--ARMOR


TRAINING--MARINE CORPS--SAUDI ARABIA


TRAINING--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


TRAINING--RESERVE COMPONENTS


TRAVEL PAY--LODGING PLUS


TRI-SERVICE STANDOFF ATTACK MISSILE (TSSAM)  SEE  ANTIARMOR WEAPONS

TROJAN SPIRIT (INTELLIGENCE NETWORK)

Army calls for direct line of intelligence communication. Army Times; Sept. 9, 1991; 52(6): p. 27.

TROOP WITHDRAWAL--EUROPE


TROOP WITHDRAWAL--GERMANY

52,000 tapped for Germany withdrawal. Army Times; July 15, 1991; 51(51): p. 3.

TROOP WITHDRAWAL--KOREA


TROPHIES, WAR  SEE  OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SOUVENIRS

TRUCKS--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

No more flats. Army Times; July 8, 1991; 51(50): p. 28.

TRUCKS--PROCUREMENT

TSSAM  SEE  ANTIARMOR  WEAPONS

TUG-V  SEE  TACTICAL  UNMANNED  GROUND  VEHICLE  (TUG-V)

TWO  HUNDRED  EIGHTEENTH  MECHANIZED  BRIGADE--RESERVE  COMPONENTS

U.  S.  CENTRAL  COMMAND--COMMANDERS

U.  S.  SUPREME  COURT--CLERK  OF  COURT

U.  S.--FOREIGN  RELATIONS--SOVIET  UNION

UH-1  (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS

UH-1  (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS--EL  SALVADOR

UH-IV  (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS

UH-60  (HELICOPTER)
UN-60 (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS--FORT CHAFFEE, AR


UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS


UNIFORMED SERVICES BENEFIT ASSOCIATION (USBA)


UNIFORMED SERVICES EMPLOYMENT AND RE-EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS ACT, 1991


UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1982

Sides stay split over pay as property in divorce. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 22.

UNIFORMED SERVICES TREATMENT FACILITIES


UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES (USUHS)


UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES (USUHS)--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES (USUHS)--CURRICULA


UNIFORMED SERVICES VOLUNTARY INSURANCE PROGRAM (USVIP)


UNIFORMS

New women's blouse to be tested. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 2.

UNIFORMS--COSTS


UNIFORMS--DESERT CAMOUFLAGE

Less is the word on desert uniforms. Army Times; Apr. 8, 1991; 51(36): p. 16.

UNIFORMS--RULES AND REGULATIONS


UNIFORMS--WOMEN


UNITED STATES ARMY EUROPE (USAREUR)--DEPLOYMENT--SAUDI ARABIA


USAPIC SEE PERSONNEL INTEGRATION COMMAND (USAPIC)

USAREUR SEE UNITED STATES ARMY EUROPE (USAREUR)
UTILITY AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENTS STUDY

The search is on for new utility helicopter. Army Times; June 10, 1991; 51(45): p. 29.

V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)


VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)


VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--CHILDREN

VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


VARIABLE SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)


VEAP SEE VETERANS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VEAP)

VEHICLE, UNMANNED SEE TACTICAL UNMANNED GROUND VEHICLE (TUG-V)

VERRP SEE VOLUNTARY EARLY RELEASE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM (VERRP)

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--HOSPITALS--NON-VETERANS


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS


Groups duke it out over ARMs. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 17.


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS--FORECLOSURE


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--OVERPAYMENT


VETERANS BENEFITS


VETERANS BENEFITS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


VETERANS BENEFITS--EDUCATION--LAW AND LEGISLATION


VETERANS BENEFITS--LAW AND LEGISLATION

VETERANS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE ACT, 1991


VETERANS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VEAP)


VETERANS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VEAP)--LAW AND LEGISLATION


VETERANS PREFERENCE SEE CIVIL SERVICE

VETERANS REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS ACT


VETERANS, DISABLED--BENEFITS--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


Congress wants to keep control of vets' COLAs. Army Times; Apr. 29, 1991; 51(39): p. 18.


Senate panel wants to offer full COLA. Army Times; July 8, 1991; 51(50): p. 10.


VETERANS, DISABLED--CHAMPUS

VETERANS, DISABLED--SURVIVOR BENEFITS


VETERANS--CLAIMS--PROCESSING


VETERANS--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


VETERANS--EMPLOYMENT


VETERANS--EMPLOYMENT--COUNSELING


VETERANS--EMPLOYMENT--SOUTH CAROLINA


VETERANS--INSURANCE, HEALTH


VETERANS--LOANS--FORECLOSURE--LEGAL FEES


VETERANS--MEDICAL CARE

VETERANS--RESERVE COMPONENTS--REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS


VETERANS--UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS


VETRONICS SEE M1A1 MBT (TANK)--COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

VHA SEE VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)

VIETNAM-ERA GI BILL


VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--MISSING IN ACTION

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--PRISONERS OF WAR (POW)


VII CORPS  SEE  SEVENTH CORPS

VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE, LEXINGTON, VA--FEMALE EXCLUSION

Court keeps women out of VMI. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 20.

VOLUNTARY EARLY RELEASE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM (VERRP)


VOLUNTARY EARLY RELEASE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM (VERRP)  SEE ALSO  VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS

VOLUNTARY EARLY RELEASE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM (VERRP)--OFFICERS


VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)


VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)--TABLES


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS


Early-outs may take incentive now or later. Army Times; Nov. 18, 1991; 52(16): p. 4.


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--CHAPLAINS


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


VOTING


VOTING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM SEE FEDERAL VOTING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

VOTING--ARMED FORCES


VSI SEE VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)


VUONO, CARL E. , 1936-


WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER ANNEX, SILVER SPRING, MD


WAR GAMES--FORT HOOD, TX


WARRANT OFFICERS

CW5 grade key to career plan to warrants. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 3.

WARSAW PACT


WASTE IN GOVERNMENT SPENDING--PENTAGON


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--CANCELLATION


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--PROCUREMENT

Study calls services weapons-spending plan unrealistic. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 16.
WEAPONS SYSTEMS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT--COSTS

Army may pick up weapons-development tab. Army Times; Apr. 1, 1991; 51(35): p. 31.

WEIGHT STANDARDS (PHYSIOLOGY)--WOMEN


WHITE HOUSE FELLOWS PROGRAM


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

Bill would keep infants with their mothers. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 3.


Policy study on women may be race against time. Army Times; Dec. 2, 1991; 52(18): p. 4.

WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--COMBAT EXCLUSION

After Senate move, the biggest question is when. Army Times; Aug. 12, 1991; 52(2): p. 12.


DACOMITS wants repeal of women’s combat exclusion. Army Times; May 6, 1991; 51(40): p. 3.


Plan clears women to fly combat aircraft. Army Times; May 20, 1991; 51(42): p. 3.


Testimony shows service women are divided over issue. Army Times; July 1, 1991; 51(49): p. 8.


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--COMBAT EXCLUSION--LAW AND LEGISLATION


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--DEPLOYMENT

Bill would keep infants with their mothers. Army Times; May 27, 1991; 51(43): p. 3.

WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--LAW AND LEGISLATION


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION--LAW AND LEGISLATION


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--SANITARY SUPPLIES

Women's kits target reported supply shortage. Army Times; May 13, 1991; 51(41): p. 18.

WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--STATISTICS

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945: FLYING TIGERS  SEE  AMERICAN VOLUNTEER GROUP

WRITING CONTEST  SEE  ARMY DESERT STORM CREATIVE WRITING CONTEST

YEOSOCK, JOHN J.  , 1937-


ZIMBLE, JAMES, 1934-